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CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK
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There are hundreds of millions connected devices on the 
globe. On average bandwidth is used for only 10-15%

There are dozens of thousands online video services 
that need to buy bandwidth for delivering video to 
hundreds of millions of their users.

Teleport will let you sell your unused bandwidth and earn 
money while you sleep, at the office, traveling and 
enjoying life 
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Teleport is the plug-in to your CDN, 
which allows delivering video 
content to your users with the 
same and better quality as CDN, 
but much cheaper.

For this, you don’t need to invest in 
infrastructure either now or later.

The more simultaneous content 
consumers you have, the better 
result you get.

CURRENT SOLUTION OF TELEPORT
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ONLINE TV WITH TELEPORT
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VIDEO ON DEMAND WITH TELEPORT
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How do I pay to nodes from:

Germany
Indonesia

Brazil
…

rest of the world
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Cross-border payments solved 
by single cryptocurrency

Motivation to keep 
cryptocurrency

Anyone could build its own 
CDN and use entire network
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Some users are not authorized 
to download

Content is impossible to 
remove from the network

Some nodes may produce 
“junk traffic” 
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I am the part of decentralized CDN and 
there is “House of Cards” on my device 

Well… I just let anyone download it and who 
can stop me?



FORENSIC WATERMARKS
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Well… I will just ignore watermarks and 
download from whomever in the network 

and who can stop me?
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Well… I will just ignore watermarks and 
download from whomever in the network 

and who can stop me?
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http://52.174.0.205:8081/vod/tears-of-steel_720.mp4/n_0_0_0.ts

http://52.174.0.205:8081/vod/tears-of-steel_720.mp4/n_0_0_1.ts

http://52.174.0.205:8081/vod/tears-of-steel_720.mp4/n_0_0_2.ts

http://52.174.0.205:8081/vod/tears-of-steel_720.mp4/f3c506ad4106.ts

http://52.174.0.205:8081/vod/tears-of-steel_720.mp4/43cfed770165.ts

http://52.174.0.205:8081/vod/tears-of-steel_720.mp4/a891cefd7601.ts

↓
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Ok, let’s go to the moon
blockchain!

But how?


